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How to get from Magdeburg main station to your 
apartment 

 

a) To: Students' hall of residence Walther-Rathenau-Straße 19 
 
- take the tram which departs from tram stop City Carrée/ Hauptbahnhof (walk out of 

the train station towards the Cinemaxx and past the Pizza Hut restaurant, then walk 
right around the corner and cross the street towards the tram stop) 

- take tram no. 1 direction Lerchenwuhne 
- get off at the tram stop Universität 

 
- you may also take a taxi which costs about €7 
 

Please also have a look at the maps, see below. 

************************************************************************************************* 

b) To: Students' hall of residence of GRUNDTEC, Ernst-Lehmann-Straße 2 
 
- take the tram which departs from tram stop City Carrée/ Hauptbahnhof (walk out of 

the train station towards the Cinemaxx and past the Pizza Hut restaurant, then walk 
right around the corner and cross the street towards the tram stop) 

- take tram no. 1 direction Lerchenwuhne  
- get off at the tram stop Alter Markt (right at the next stop), 
- change trams and get on tram no. 2 direction Alte Neustadt 
- get off at the tram stop Pfälzer Straße 

 

- you may also take a taxi which costs about €7 
 

Please also have a look at the maps, see below. 

************************************************************************************************* 

c) To: Students' hall of residence of GRUNDTEC, Campus Tower,  
     Universitätsplatz 1  
 
- take the tram which departs from tram stop City Carrée/ Hauptbahnhof (walk out of 

the train station towards the Cinemaxx and past the Pizza Hut restaurant, then walk 
right around the corner and cross the street towards the tram stop) 

- take tram no. 1 direction Lerchenwuhne 
- get off at the tram stop Universität 

 

- you may also take a taxi which costs about €7 
 

Please also have a look at the maps, see below. 

************************************************************************************************* 
d) To: Students' hall of residence of GRUNDTEC, Zschokkestraße 

- take the tram which departs from tram stop City Carrée/ Hauptbahnhof (walk out of  
- the train station towards the Cinemaxx and past the Pizza Hut restaurant, then walk  
- right around the corner and cross the street towards the tram stop) 
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- take tram no. 1 direction Lerchenwuhne 
- get off at the tram stop Universität 
-    go along the street Walther-Rathenau-Straße and after a while to the left into the 
     Zschokkestraße; you should also have a look onto the following map:  
     http://www.uni-magdeburg.de/guests/ueb/campus.html (Zschokkestraße is on   
     the bottom right) 
 

- you may also take a taxi which costs about €7 
 

Please also have a look at the maps, see below. 

************************************************************************************************* 
e) To: Youth hostel, Leiterstraße 10 
 

- take the tram which departs from tram stop City Carrée/ Hauptbahnhof (walk out of 
the train station towards the Cinemaxx and past the Pizza Hut restaurant, then walk 
right around the corner and cross the street towards the tram stop) 

- take tram no. 1 direction Lerchenwuhne  
- get off at the tram stop Alter Markt (right at the next stop) 
- change trams and get on either tram no. 2 direction Westerhüsen, no. 5 direction 

Olvenstedt, no. 9 direction Leipziger Chaussee or no. 10 direction Sudenburg 
- get off at the tram stop Leiterstraße (right at the next stop) 

 

- you may also take a taxi which costs about €7 
 

http://www.jugendherberge.de/jh/magdeburg  

Please also have a look at the maps, see below. 

************************************************************************************************* 

Maps 
 

Map of Magdeburg  
http://stadtplan.magdeburg.de/index.aspx?site=RPWEB&project=Touristik&map=33&ovop
en=1&x=4474910&y=5778190&scale=8000&sid=0cf401fd-1d8b-49a9-8f88-ccf134256d46 

 
Route map of public transport in Magdeburg 
http://www.mvbnet.de/downloads/pdf/MVB-Liniennetz_Tag_070910.pdf 

 
Site map of Otto-von-Guericke University 
http://www.uni-magdeburg.de/guests/ueb/campus.html 

On the map you will find the following students' residences: 

- Students' residence Walther-Rathenau-Str. 19, top right 

- Students' residence Ernst-Lehmann-Straße, top left 

- Students' residence Campus-Tower, big building front right 

- Students' residence Zschokkestraße, bottom right 

 
Site map of the campus of Hochschule Magdeburg-Stendal  
http://www.hs-magdeburg.de/Kontakt/campusplan_md.pdf 


